Anchorage: Early Photographs Of The Great Land
Synopsis

This fascinating book recounts the development and modern emergence of the largest city in Alaska. Learn about the little railroad town that became a sophisticated air crossroads for the world. Read about Anchorage’s involvement with trapping, fishing, gold and World War II. Hear stories of the fascinating individuals who walked the city’s streets and helped it grow. Alaska is known as "The Last Frontier," and ANCHORAGE: EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE GREAT LAND describes its very heart. Informative captions and a chronology of important dates makes this capsule history a winner.
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Customer Reviews

Anchorage: Early Photographs Of The Great Land is a splendidly produced compendium of historic black and white photography showcasing the Native Americas, landscape, settlement, construction emergences of the largest city in Alaska and the Cook Inlet. From its beginnings as a little railroad town to a thoroughly metropolitan community, Ann Chandonnet has gathered striking and memorable photos enhanced with her informative and engaging text telling the stories of the people who made the city what it is today. Anchorage is a superb photo history.

These early photos of Anchorage, Alaska provide a fine capsule history of the town’s beginnings and evolution, creating a paperback packed with image sure to appeal to any who live in the region or to those with a special affection for early Alaskan history. A fine collection of involving images.
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